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Figure 1: On body interaction for selecting
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ABSTRACT
New immersive devices (e.g., virtual or augmented reality) enable displaying large amounts of data in
space to better support data analysis. Manipulating this data efficiently is crucial, but challenging
because the user must be able to activate various commands or adjust various values while remaining
free to move. Using the whole body offers several valuable advantages: 1) The body provides a physical
support as an interactive surface, which improves accuracy and makes it less tiring to interact; 2) Using
the body does not impair mobility and avoids handling devices; 3) Proprioception makes it possible to
interact eyes-free, including for choosing values in a range; 4) By leveraging spatial memory, the body
helps memorizing commands, thus interacting in expert mode (i.e., perform quick actions without
visual feedback). In this position paper, we analyze various ways of interacting with the body and
discuss their advantages and challenges for immersive analytics.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Gestural input.
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INTRODUCTION
High-resolution wall displays, Virtual Reality, and Augmented Reality provide new possibilities for
displaying data and interacting with it. They enable data spatialization for immersing users in 3D
environments in which they can navigate and manipulate large amounts of data [13, 20]. However,
manipulating data involves selecting commands, filtering, navigating, adjusting values, etc. Yet,
these operations remain somewhat challenging because they should not impair the mobility and the
interaction comfort of the user.
Common interaction devices like mice or keyboards do not support user’s mobility and are not well
suited for interacting in a 3D space. Specific devices (e.g., VR controllers) require handling them and
offer limited capabilities for selecting commands other than by performing 3D gestures. However, 3D
gestures tend to be tiring, especially when interacting with menu systems. While navigating in menu
hierarchies is common and easy on the desktop, this requires more attention and more effort because
gestures are performed "in the air" rather than on an easily accessible surface [1, 30, 34]. Moreover,
such environments generally do not provide shortcut mechanisms such as hotkeys, due to the lack of
a keyboard.
Gestural interaction offers a compelling alternative as it enables selecting multiple commands by
performing movements that can be limited in size and do not require much accuracy (e.g., Marking
menus [37]). When users learn gestures, they can perform them quickly and without visual feedback
(i.e., expert mode). However they still generally require performing movements in the air.
In contrast, an advantage of using the whole body to interact is that it provides a surface, which
should reduce fatigue and improve accuracy. Moreover, the body is by essence "mobile" and always
accessible to the user, who can then keep her hands free instead of having to hold a device. Another
advantage is that proprioception skills enable a user to touch accurately his body parts without looking
at them. This property is particularly relevant in virtual environments where the user wears an opaque
headset. Finally, the body can help to memorize gestures and their associations with commands,
which allows the user to interact in expert mode rather than by selecting frequent commands in
menus or tool palettes. In particular, natural landmarks help for mapping commands on these areas
[7]. Because the user knows where these locations are on her body, she has no difficulty finding
them back. Moreover, this kind of mapping leverages spatial memory [53], which provides a powerful
means to remember command-gesture associations [22, 39, 49].
In this position paper, we consider different ways of interacting with the whole body and discuss
the advantages and challenges of such an approach in the context of immersive analytics.
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RELATED WORK
Common interactive devices, such as mice or keyboards, cannot be the primary means of interaction
in multi-surface environments (e.g., walls plus tabletops) and/or virtual and augmented reality (HMDs,
CAVEs), either because the users need to move in the environment or because the devices are not
visible. Thus, a large variety of interactive techniques have been designed for such environments.
Researchers investigated the use of multi-touch, mid-air gestures, proxemics, mobile devices (e.g.,
tablets, smartwatch), specific controllers or other tangible objects, speech, eyes gazes, and other
non-traditional interaction techniques in such environments. Most of these techniques showed
promising results but are designed mostly for commands like menu selection, object manipulation or
workspace navigation. These commands are necessary, but they are not enough for visual analytic
tasks which need commands to perform complex selections of data points, to filter and sort data,
create visualizations, etc.
Few works focused on interaction techniques for visual analytic tasks in immersive environments.
Yu et al. developed multi-touch techniques to perform complex selection in 3D points clouds in large
displays [71], and Coffey et al., using the same input, developed techniques to position multiple
cutting planes in 3D datasets [15]. Similarly, in VR, Cordeil et al. presented ImAxes [17], interactive
axes that can be directly manipulated by the user to create visualizations. The use of multi-touch and
direct manipulation increases immersion, but restrict the user from interacting at a distance with an
overview of the workspace. A solution to interact from a distance is to use tangible artifacts. Cordeil
et al. proposed using specific controllers like physical sliders to perform data selection in VR/AR
[16]. To interact on a large display, Chapuis et al. [14], Besancon et al. [9], and Langner et al. [38]
used handheld multi-touch devices like smartphones or tablets tracked in space. While efficient, it
necessitates for the user to carry a device with them which can be tiring if done for a long time. To avoid
this problem, Horak et al. [31] used smartwatches, and von Zadow et al. [64] touch-sensitive sleeve
displays for interacting with wall displays. Other studies also explored proxemics as an alternative
solution to control lenses [36] or visualizations [3], but it could be restrictive for users as each of their
movement can lead to a command.
Recently the improvement of tracking technologies and the development of methods to use skin
as an input surface and of touch sensitive wearable led to the design of new interaction techniques
using the body as an interactive surface: on-body interaction. Saidi et al. successfully used on-body
interaction concurrently with a 3D mouse for data manipulation in immersive environments [52]. The
use of direct interaction with body parts for interacting in immersive environments has been explored
by Serrano et al. for a navigation task [55]. However, to our knowledge, the use of direct on-body
interactions for visual analytics has not been studied yet. This paper steps in that direction.
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INTERACTING WITH THE BODY
Interacting with the whole body offers a promising way of interacting with environments that promote
user mobility like large displays and virtual or augmented reality. It provides ways to interact at
different scales (e.g., micro-gestures, mid-air gestures, body postures) depending on the context of
interaction. In this section, we briefly describe the methods used so far for detecting whole body and
on-body interactions, and discuss various interaction designs.
Input and Output on the Skin

Figure 2: Skin-worn sensing devices [47]

Figure 3: Depth-sensing detection for interacting on the skin using a smartwatch
[69]

Various technologies were presented to detect user interaction on the skin so far [58]. Innovative
methods such as using image recognition [57], sound waves [29, 72], depth sensors [28, 69], or skinworn conductive surfaces [47, 66] were produced for interacting mostly in mobile contexts. Indeed,
such devices are either worn by the user (Figure 2-3) or external and located in its surroundings
[27, 28] for avoiding to impair user mobility.
Another way of recognizing user gestures on the body is to use hand-worn devices like the Roly-Poly
mouse [48, 52] or controllers [22] such as those provided by the HTC Vive [60] or the Oculus Rift [21]
for example. Interestingly, the Roly-Poly mouse detects hand tilts and rotations which provides more
expressivity to the users when sliding on their forearm to control precisely continuous variables.
Output on the skin can involve different senses (e.g., vision or touch). Visual output is usually
performed using projectors to display graphical elements on the skin [27–29, 69] which is convenient
to guide users and provide signifiers for interacting. At the same time, multi-touch can be leveraged
to provide feedforward or feedback using electro-tactile devices [68] or temperature inducing devices
[67]. The latter approaches do not rely on vision, thus enable eyes-free stimuli that might be less
disrupting for users when they have to focus on their primary task.
Sensing technologies have evolved drastically in recent years to reach the point where they are
lightweight and can be worn by the user. The current challenges for skin-worn devices concern mostly
their thickness and rigidity to avoid hindering tactile sensations and match perfectly body curves.
Designing Body Interactions
Interacting with the body provides various input modalities such as skin input, mid-air gestures, and
body postures that enrich interaction expressivity. This rich set of possibilities that body interaction
enables has yet to be explored in more depth by interaction designers. Below we present several
examples of body interaction designs that support user mobility and data manipulation.
Remote pointing and mid-air gestures. There is a considerable amount of work on pointing (object
selection) in immersive environments (see [2, 45] for overviews). The most common technique is raycasting, the user shows with her hand (or head, eyes, or a device) the area to select. Ray-casting lacks
4
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Figure 5: Natural visual landmarks help
users memorize [7]
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of precision and should be complemented or replaced by other techniques when precision is needed.
Mid-air gestures (in 3D) is also a common modality to interact in immersive environments (see [23]
for a survey). However, there are no standard gestures set, and mid-air gestures are tiring [30, 34, 46].
Thus mid-air gestures should be designed to reduce fatigue (e.g., relaxed position of the arms), as Liu
et al. proposed with Gunslinger [42], and learning should be taken into account.
Pointing at body parts. Several studies focused on pointing at different parts of the body to select
commands [22, 56, 65] (Figure 4). This simple approach allows the user to easily select numerous
commands, and even to control continuous values by leveraging on the sense of distance from body
landmarks [56]. Moreover, interaction designers can easily design hierarchies of commands to access
many commands [22] for quickly selecting or filtering data.
Continuous interaction. Controlling continuous variables is an important task for filtering data. The
forearm, in this case, provides natural extremities (i.e., the elbow and the wrist) and a physical surface
for supporting continuous interactions [52]. By using a device that senses hand inclination [6, 48],
the user can then perform expressive gestures with precise movements. With this approach, the user
can even take advantage of the curvature of the forearm to control several variables simultaneously.
Visuospatial landmarks. The human body features visuospatial landmarks such as flexure lines
or knuckles that can be leveraged to guide the user when interacting. They enable, for example,
invisible interfaces [25, 26] that are interesting to perform quick interactions to control a remote
device eyes-free [19]. Moreover, proprioception helps to create a frame of reference for interacting
with invisible elements in the air [24] or on a tabletop [59]. This capability builds on human spatial
skills that involve immediate memory [43]. In the context of immersive analytics, it can help to
place specific actions on these landmarks (e.g., specific filtering functions) to remember them like
bookmarks.
Semantic aids. Body landmarks have been shown to help memorizing commands when pointing
on the forearm [7] (Figure 5). They can also serve to leverage semantic memory, by associating body
landmarks with commands and stories that relate to them. This idea takes inspiration from the
method of Loci [70], an ancient memorization technique that is very efficient [11, 18]. This principle
has been adapted as a remote pointing technique [49] and on-body technique [22]. While the first of
these studies showed the efficiency of this approach, the second study demonstrated that creating
stories related to the commands to memorize can significantly increase their recall. Moreover, the
body and its landmarks (e.g., a scar) evoke personal stories, which makes it well suited for using this
type of techniques.
Engaging interactions. Not only the forearms but other parts of the body such as the feet provide
interesting interaction capabilities [62]. They can be used for interacting with sensing floors [54]
and bottom areas on large displays [35]. More generally, body postures is an interesting way for
interacting [5] as it supposedly promotes user engagement in their activities [44]. Based on the user
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body posture, some automatic actions could be performed to support this effort, e.g., (i) when the
user sits, the system could adapt the visualization from a room scale to a desk scale, and (ii) using
user postures, the system could detect when several users collaborate and adapt its visualization.
Micro-interactions. The human hand dexterity enables micro-interactions by moving the thumb on
the other fingers of the same hand [32]. With proper recognition, many gestures can be recognized
efficiently [57], which provides a powerful way of interacting using only one hand and finger. By
using two hands in parallel, the user can thus select many commands for sorting and navigating data
while keeping them free for interacting with physical objects. This last example demonstrates that, by
leveraging the human body, on-body interaction enables situated interactions that require minimal
input channels.
Multi-user interaction. Co-located collaboration is an important aspect of immersive analytics [10].
However, interaction techniques designed especially for multi-user in immersive environments are
rare [33, 41, 50]. Liu [40] suggests that pointing on users can be used to exchange data or delegate
tasks. Directly touching the body of a collaborator to enable collaborative interaction is not reasonable
for social reasons [61]. However pointing remotely at different body parts of a collaborator while
performing a given body posture (e.g., straightening the arm) might provide opportunities for designing
rich vocabularies for multi-user interaction.
CHALLENGES
Using body interactions in the context of immersive analytics raises several challenges. First, this type
of interaction is new for most users, and they have been trained to interact in a different manner (i.e.,
with PCs and mobile devices) for a long time. This can be a hindrance for learning new techniques.
Moreover, users are not accustomed to performing movements that involve several body parts, which
may require some small initial training. Moreover, as stated by the "Paradox of the active user" [12],
users tend to favor short-term solutions even if they know that more efficient methods exist. However,
these environments are new and require more efficient interaction capabilities that those generally
provided, which might help emerge alternate ways of interacting.
Number of Commands. Manipulating large quantities of data of different sorts may require using a
large number of commands. While some gestural interaction techniques provide large sets of gestures
[4, 37, 73], they tend not to provide convenient hierarchical structures, which facilitate user learning.
As said above, the natural landmarks provided by the body should help to guide users to navigate
these hierarchies as they provide semantic aids to facilitate recall. However, few studies focus on
the memorization of gestures in a situated context, and more research is needed to study these
possibilities and evaluate their efficiency.
Gesture learning. Teaching users how to perform gestures is another challenging aspect of on-body
interaction. In a recent paper, Bergstrom-Lehtovirta et al. [8] investigated users’ understanding of
6
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remote visual stimuli for interacting on the skin. They showed that the curvature of the forearm
affects user decisions when pointing according to a 2D stimulus. Hence, as said above, pointing on
the body may involve some difficulties for inexperienced users. Another study by Vo et al. [63] also
showed issues related to external stimuli when learning on-body interactions. Users had to perform
directional mark on their belly, but sometimes confused the direction with its opposite because they
interpreted the stimuli as a mirror or vice-versa.
Fatigue-induced Movements. Using the whole body as an interaction surface can be quite tiring.
Micro-gestures provide a compelling alternative as they only require small movements. Still, even
small movements of the fingers can be tiring after a long time, especially movements that involve
high tension on the body joints [51]. A thorough analysis is thus needed in future research to assess
which body parts should preferably be used, and how they should be used, for long-term usage.
Sensing Requirements. The sensing capabilities of skin-worn devices for detecting gestures on the
skin significantly improved in recent years. This approach, however, does not enable mid-air gesture or
hand posture recognition. Techniques based on vision can alleviate these limitations but they require
to carry a camera on the body [57], or an environment augmented with tracking devices [56, 65].
Overall, precisely detecting touch or mid-air gestures in these contexts remains challenging because
this requires using expensive or somewhat cumbersome devices.
CONCLUSION
As we showed in this position paper, using the body for interacting in the context of immersive
analytics is promising for many reasons. However, recognizing body interactions is still challenging
and exploring various ways to teach these interactions to users raises interesting questions that need
further investigations in future work. We believe that new interactive contexts such as immersive
analytics cannot be manipulated using old desktop metaphors, but should be addressed with a novel
look on how users can manipulate data using their whole body.
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